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About This Guide
This study guide was designed as a tool for teachers to use in order to help their students more deeply engage with 
the questions and themes explored in Rébecca Déraspe’s You Are Happy. Included in both the pre and post-show 
units are a series of classroom exercises and discussion questions. This guide also includes supplementary information 
related to the content of this play.

This guide was written by Lois Adamson. It is copyright protected. Please contact education@gctc.ca if you have any 
questions about the use of this guide.

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS
Social Sciences & Humanities

 - Introduction to Anthropology, Psychology, and Sociology, Grade 11

Family Studies
 - Dynamics of Human Relationships, Grade 11

Health and Physical Education
 - Healthy Active Living Education, Grades 10-12

The Arts
 - Drama, Grades 10-12

SYNOPSIS
Determined to help her brother find some kind of happiness, Bridget searches grocery 
stores looking for his potential wife. A dark comedy about millennial love, sibling loyalty, 
conformity and an uncomfortably close shave.
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Pre-Show Unit
The pre-show unit focuses on love and relationships, looking specifically at the ways in which these impact who we 
are. Students will examine their own ideas about relationships and what makes a match in concert with the genre of 
romantic comedy. Through interpretive, dramatic exercises, they will explore the key relationships in the play, building 
toward an exploration of the social pressures and expectations surrounding independence, coupledom and romantic 
relationships.

PRE-SHOW DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• What is happiness? What are some things that make us happy?
• What encourages us to connect with others? What are barriers to connection?
• What makes a good relationship?
• How do we make dating choices?
• How do others affect our dating choices?
• Why are romantic relationships so highly valued?
• Why is there social pressure to ultimately enter into long-term, monogamous relationships?
• What is absurdism? What are qualities of absurdism?
• What is dark comedy?
• In what ways are absurdism and dark comedy connected?

INTRODUCTORY PRE-SHOW EXERCISE: A PLAYWRIGHT’S PERSPECTIVE
  Materials:    •  Access to the interview excerpt (below)  •  Writing utensils/paper and/or computer access

Directions:

1. Share the following interview excerpt from the Théâtre la Seizième blog with the class.

Meet Rébecca Déraspe
What inspired you to write [You Are Happy]?

I was approached by les Biches pensives, a Montreal theatre company founded by Annie Darise and Dominique 
Leclerc, two actresses. They commissioned me for a specific theme; write about the social pressure that is placed 
on single people and couples. It was a theme that has always interested me, that spoke to me personally. I know 
Annie and Dominique very well; we share the same school of thought. From the start we shared a common 
vision of the project. My impression is that they gave me a spark rather than asking me for a specific theme. It 
was a beautiful gift. My biggest challenge was to theatricalize the proposition, while avoiding clichés, caricature 
or anything didactic. I didn’t want to put forward a position on what to think about couples, but rather present a 
story that would invite a reflection on the idea of couples…

How would you describe [the play]?

It’s a play that has a caustic outlook on couples, without falling into maliciousness. It speaks about our need to be 
loved and to love with empathy. The play has all the elements of a romantic comedy, without entirely being one… 
It raises questions about our capacity to make compromises when it comes to love.
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Do you believe that relationships have evolved since you wrote the play five years ago? Do you think that 
the arrival of apps like Tinder have changed the deal in any way?

Yes, I think so. The more we go, the more choices we have, the bigger the store gets. The pressure to be in a 
relationship is always there, to form a team and forge ahead two-by-two in the construction of our lives, whether 
it’s buying a house, or starting a family. At the same time, we are exposed to more and more choices. We are 
constantly reminded to find happiness, to listen to our inner selves, to realize our dreams. We can be anyone, 
anything. When do we stop and say: This is it, this is the person that I want to be, among all the people that exist? 
These two trains of thought don’t always go well together and I think this can be very anxiety-provoking.

2. Encourage students to discuss the interview in pairs.

3. Have each pair make a record of what kind of play they expect to see, based on this excerpt.

Debriefing Questions:

• This interview suggests that the play will be reminiscent of a romantic comedy. What qualities are common to 
these types of stories?

• The playwright speaks about the need to balance being overwhelmed by choice and listening to our true 
selves. What helps us to stay true to what we want? What distracts us from this purpose?
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PRE-SHOW EXERCISE: STORIES OF HOPE AND HARM
  Materials:    • Access to the following articles:

Are Romantic Movies Bad for You?
Eben Harrell, Time, 23 December 2008
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1868389,00.html

How Romantic Comedies Are Failing Women (And How to Fix It)
Lily Karlin, Huffington Post, 14 April 2015
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/romantic-comedies-failing-women_n_7026302

Directions:

1. Have students choose one (or both of the articles, depending on time and level of experience) article to 
explore.

2. Invite students to create a short synopsis of each article’s arguments.

3. Encourage students to find two romantic comedies: one that supports the article’s arguments and one that 
offers a potential solution.

Debriefing Questions:

• What is so compelling about stories where characters find a “soul mate” or life partner?
• Are these types of stories ultimately harmful or hopeful? Why?

CULMINATING PRE-SHOW EXERCISE: ADOPTING THE GENRE
  Materials:     •  Writing utensils and paper  •  Space in which to work and perform

Directions:

1. Brainstorm common romantic comedy conventions or tropes. Examples may include: a contrived meeting 
early on in the piece, the fact that the two romantic leads are polar opposites, a conflict that keeps them 
apart, comic or supportive friends, and a happy ending.

2. Have students in groups of 4-6 create romantic comedies of their own.

3. Encourage groups to begin by writing down 5-8 key plot points.

4. Then, have each group pass on their plot structure to another group to dramatize.

5. Give each group time to improvise and dramatize their given plot structure before presenting to the rest of 
the class.

Debriefing Questions:

• What was most challenging about creating these pieces?
• Did any of the stories created subvert or transform the genre? In what ways?

Extensions/Modifications:
• You may invite students to write rather than improvise/perform the stories they create.
• You may choose to have students work independently or in pairs rather than in larger groups.
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Post-Show Unit
In this unit, students will reflect on the play in a variety of ways. Through a series of exercises and discussion questions, 
students will have the opportunity to look more deeply at how the characters are affected by expectations for what 
should make them happy. They will build on their learning in the pre-show unit, reshaping the genre of romantic 
comedy on their own terms. Finally, they will examine the concept of happiness and apply one theoretical framework 
to the play, ultimately extending this application into their own lives.

POST-SHOW DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• In what ways did the play explore absurdism?
• What was the impact of the use of direct address?
• Which character did you find yourself rooting for? Why?
• Why does Bridget choose to find her brother a partner as the solution to his unhappiness? How else might she have 

helped him? 
(NOTE TO TEACHERS: Jeremy’s suicide attempts are not straightforwardly addressed in the piece, but are instead an absurdist 
element of the storytelling. It may be valuable to focus on questions surrounding mental health explored in the play and 
important to address any issues or concerns with students directly. To do so, you may wish to use the resources included at 
the end of this guide.)

• Is it appropriate for family members to become involved in “matchmaking”? Why or why not?
• Despite the strange circumstances of their meeting, what about their partnership makes Chloe and Jeremy happy?
• What are the clichés that Chloe and Jeremy fall into? Do you think this is a common challenge that people who 

enter into relationships face? How can we resist stereotypical ways of being together?
• In the play, we see Chloe and Jeremy lose themselves in their relationship. Is it possible to be independent and 

committed to another person at the same time? Why or why not?
• What do you think will happen next?

INTRODUCTORY POST-SHOW EXERCISE: LEARNING MORE ABOUT JEREMY, CHLOE AND 
BRIDGET
  Materials:   •  Writing utensils/paper

Directions:

1. Have students select one of the characters in the piece.

2. In the play, we hear from the characters directly, but we are only given some insight into their inner lives. Give 
students time to write a letter in role as their chosen character

3. The aim of the letter is to learn more about their desires and what they really do want and need to be happy. 
The student may choose to write a letter to another character in their story, to an important object or to 
themselves at another point in the story.

4. Encourage students to situate their letter at a particular point in time. Invite them to use the following 
prompts to create their letters:
• “When I am alone, I like to spend my time…”
• “In relationships, I always…”
• “I know I am in love when…”
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5. Have students share their letters in pairs. Have each partner provide the other with constructive criticism, 
using the following prompts:
• “I was especially curious and wanted to know more about…”
• “One thing I was confused about was…”
• “This would be more compelling if…”

6. After each pair has had a chance to share their feedback and revise their letters, have students share them 
with the rest of the class.

Debriefing Questions:

• What were some common wants or objectives across these characters?
• How did these letters help us learn more about their experiences?
• What made the letters most compelling?

POST-SHOW EXERCISE: ADAPTING THE GENRE
  Materials:   •  Original pieces from the Culminating Pre-Show Exercise

Directions:

1. Have students return to their original pieces from the pre-show unit.

2. Encourage each group to use the convention of direct address to revise their performances in a way that 
provides greater insight into the characters thoughts and feelings as the story progresses.

3. Give each group time to rehearse before presenting a revised piece to the rest of the class.

Debriefing Questions:

• What new things did we learn about the characters in each story?
• How did their perspectives impact our sense of the stories as a whole?

CULMINATING POST-SHOW EXERCISE: BUILDING HAPPINESS
  Materials:   •  Access to the following article: http://lifehacker.com/what-research-says-happiness-really-
is-1730503184  •  Writing utensils/paper and/or computer access

Directions:

1. Introduce students to the following research on happiness, specifically Dr. Martin Seligman’s PERMA concepts 
noted in the article:

Positive Emotion: Peace, gratitude, satisfaction, pleasure, inspiration, hope, curiosity, and love fall into this category.

Engagement: Losing ourselves to a task or project that provides us with a sense of “disappeared time” because we 
are so highly engaged.

Relationships: People who have meaningful, positive relationships with others are happier than those who do not.

Meaning: Meaning comes from serving a cause bigger than ourselves. Whether a religion or a cause that helps 
humanity in some way, we all need meaning in our lives.

Accomplishment/Achievement: To feel significant life satisfaction, we must strive to better ourselves in some way.
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2. Using PERMA as a framework, analyse elements of your own life that fall into each category, supporting your 
happiness. For instance, under “Engagement”, you might make note of something like dancing, playing an 
instrument or something else in which you find yourself so deeply engaged. Under “Meaning”, it might be 
that you are a part of a faith group or a volunteer commitment that serves a cause greater than yourself.

3. Develop and describe one new exercise or practice to support your overall well-being.

4. Apply the above two steps to one of the characters in the play.

Debriefing Questions:

• What are some quick fixes that we tend to think will give us happiness? Why are these ultimately unsuccessful?
• Why is the essence of happiness so difficult to pinpoint? Why is happiness something that human beings have 

been trying to understand for so long?
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Glossary
Absurd utterly or obviously senseless, illogical, or untrue; contrary to all reason or common sense; laughably foolish or 
false; the quality or condition of existing in a meaningless and irrational world

Absurdism the philosophical and literary doctrine that human beings live in essential isolation in a meaningless and 
irrational world

Comedy a play, movie, etc., of light and humorous character with a happy or cheerful ending; a dramatic work in 
which the central motif is the triumph over adverse circumstance, resulting in a successful or happy conclusion

Dark Comedy a play, movie, etc., having elements of comedy and tragedy, often involving gloomy or morbid satire; a 
comedy based on problems of a personal or social nature.

Theatre of the Absurd dramatic works created by a group of European and American dramatists of the 1950s and 
’60s who agreed with Existentialist philosopher Albert Camus’s assessment that the human situation is essentially 
meaningless and without purpose
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Are Romantic Movies Bad for You?
Eben Harrell, Time, 23 December 2008
http://content.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1868389,00.html

Dictionary.com, 2016
http://www.dictionary.com

How Romantic Comedies Are Failing Women (And How to Fix It)
Lily Karlin, Huffington Post, 14 April 2015
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/romantic-comedies-failing-women_n_7026302

Meet Rébecca Déraspe
Blog, Théâtre la Seizième, 9 October 2015
http://seizieme.ca/meet-rebecca-deraspe/?lang=en
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Patrick Allan, Lifehacker, 14 September 2015
http://lifehacker.com/what-research-says-happiness-really-is-1730503184
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http://www.thedramateacher.com/theatre-of-the-absurd-conventions/

The Ontario Curriculum
The Arts – Drama
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/arts1112curr2010.pdf

Social Sciences & Humanities
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/ssciences9to122013.pdf

Health & Physical Education
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/health9to12.pdf

Mental Health Resources
Youth Services Bureau – Ottawa
http://www.ysb.ca/index.php?page=mental-health-services-2&hl=eng

Canadian Mental Health Association – Ottawa
http://ottawa.cmha.ca/

Here’s How You Can Help a Friend Struggling With Depression
Molly Kay, Shameless Magazine, 31 May 2017
http://shamelessmag.com/blog/entry/heres-how-you-can-help-a-friend-struggling-with-
depression
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The Hive @ GCTC is a unique program designed to introduce high school 

and university students to the inner workings of GCTC and the Ottawa theatre 

community. When students apply to The Hive, they are added to a club 

along with other interested and engaged students. GCTC Education Services 

Manager, Catherine Ballachey, sends the club regular invitations to monthly 

events and workshops specially designed for members, as well as information 

about workshops, shows, and opportunities in the Ottawa theatre community. 

Here is the schedule for our fall 2017 workshops.  
Stay tuned for spring 2018!

Wednesday, September 27th: THEATRE CRITICISM IN THE DIGITAL AGE with GCTC Resident Critic and co-founder of New 

Ottawa Critics, BRIANNA MCFARLANE

Wednesday, October 18th: LIGHTING DESIGN with Prix Rideau Award winning designer, SETH GERRY

Wednesday, November 15th: MUSICAL THEATRE with Ordinary Days Music Director, WENDY BERKELAAR 

Wednesday, December 6th: INTRODUCTION TO IMPROV with Canadian Improv Games Board Chair, HUGH NEILSON 

GREEN THUMB THEATRE’S 

Still/Falling
Perfect for grades 8-12

Still/Falling tells the story of Nina. Nina has a great life. 
She loves her family, she does well in school, and her 
friends are awesome. But suddenly Nina starts feeling… 
off, and she finds herself slipping into a dark reality she 
cannot understand, let alone articulate to the people 
around her. Still/Falling follows Nina as she tries to come 
to terms with what it means to struggle with anxiety and 
depression, and to rise above it with as much strength, 
and as few scars, as possible.

April 3-4, 2018 at 10am and 1pm

YOUNG PEOPLE’S THEATRE’S 

One Thing Leads  
to Another
Age Range: 3 to 24 months
A Collective Collaboration by Maja Ardal, Audrey Dwyer, 
Mary Francis Moore and Julia Tribe

One Thing Leads to Another is the culmination of two 
years of research by Maja Ardal. She has consumed text 
books full of infant developmental research and, in 
rehearsal, we have played more games of peek-a-boo 
with each other than you can imagine. Along the way 
we have tried to distill an enormous amount of academia 
into play-based scenarios that will provoke, stimulate and 
entertain our young audience.

March 7-11, 2018 at 10am and 1pm


